Genes and gene trees have been extensively used to study the evolutionary relationships among populations, species, families and higher systematic clades of organisms. This brought modern Biology into a sophisticated level of understanding about the evolutionary relationships and diversification patterns that happened along the entire history of organismal evolution 
Introduction
Genes and gene trees have been extensively used to study the evolutionary relationships among populations, species, genus, families and higher systematic clades of organisms. Here we propose the inverse thought and methodology. In order to reconstruct the deep evolutionary history and understand the common ancestry of ortholog genes, genes must be taken in the center of evolutionary questions. Under this inverted line of reasoning, we will use species as tools to allow a deeper understanding about the evolutionary systematics of ortholog genes and gene families.
Although we know today that humans share a more recent common ancestor to cows than fishes, for example, we still ignore whether the gene Insulin share a more recent common ancestor to Hexokinase than to DNA polymerase genes. This means that the history of appearance and the intricate pattern of evolution and sister clade relationships between genes and gene families is largely unknown by contemporary researchers.
Evolutionary systematics of genes often goes merely until the level of gene families and do not scales up in taxonomic hierarchy to allow a deep understanding about the ancient origin of genes in the past. Many conceptual challenges must be overcome to allow this broader comprehension about gene evolution. First, we need to go back in the history of life to get back into a time before cellular organisms existed. The very first cell is normally considered to be LUCA, the Last Universal Common Ancestor (Penny and Poole, 1999 (Jeffery, 1999; Copley, 2012) , and they must be understood under a wider perspective, named more properly and clustered in higher systematic clades.
This comprehension needs that we go back into the origin of first genes when nucleic acids started to interact with proteins in mutualism (Vitas and Dobovišek, 2018) . The First Universal
Common Ancestor (FUCA) produced the first genes just after the maturation of an initial genetic code and the process of protein synthesis (Prosdocimi et al., 2018c) . These first FUCA genes were most likely encoding ribosomal proteins, primitive tRNA-aminoacyl transferases and other proteins that helped the Translation system to stabilize and get more chances of being maintained (Farias et al., 2016 
Teleological challenge
The teleological though is related to the study of the ends or purposes of something. In western philosophy the term is applied more specifically to the understanding about the final causes of the universe. The question whether universe is operating to achieve specific ends is an important ground to differentiate between (i) science and philosophy, from one side, and (ii) religious beliefs, from another. Greek thinkers were theists and Aristotle described end or purpose as the fourth cause; the others being matter, form and agent. According to the fourth cause, things just exist because there has been a reason (God) that brought it to existence. Inheriting the Aristotelian idea, the natural philosophy tradition saw the organisms existing in Earth as degenerations of ideal organisms existing in the mind of God. The demiurge was an artisan-god responsible to imagine perfect organisms in his creative, omnipotent mind.
With that wonderful view, this human-like god then sculpted these perfect forms in clay and with His divine blow He brought them to life, to the real world.
In our current world of facts, however, a more daily use of teleology is fare and helpful. Each day, we wake up, make plans and go forward to accomplish them step-by-step. Reasoning and planning about our lives require the use of teleology and a Nietzschean willing to put them in action. Therefore, the search for causes and purposes guides our life in society. These currently daily-life facts and reasons make the teleological though so hardwired in our neural network of thoughts and feelings that is extremely hard to think counter wise. 
The gene-for-function challenge
Even if the whole purpose of beings cannot be traced to any higher forces after Darwin, some subtle uses of teleology can still be found in modern sub-disciplines of Biology such as anatomy, development biology, and genetics. This way, the teleological thought keeps being used to explain the origins and functions of organs; and also the origins and functions of genes and proteins as it was the raison d'être of these entities: but under a Darwinian perspective they were not originated for anything.
biology has nothing to do with perfection teleological explanation of biological functions
Biologists and biologist teachers/professors keep confusing (i) "why it has appeared" with (i') "why it has been maintained".
The problem is so serious that Ernst Mayr (probably the most eminent German evolutionary theorist from the XX th century)
suggested that we should change the term function for biological role (Mayr, 1992 
4.The natural history of genes
In order to understand the origin and diversification of genes we must look into the scenarios that lead to the initial organization of the biological systems. In the mostly accepted Genes can also gain or loose specific parts or domains.
What must be notice in those scenarios is that, independently of the path followed after duplication, all gene products have a common origin and, therefore, it can be possible to trace the Thus, the same assumptions used to categorize species under taxonomic and systematics basis shall be used for genes. After the current theorization on these matters, the application of this knowledge alongside with the development of new methods will allow the production of the complete tree of sister clade relationships among ortholog genes, elucidating the gene tree of life in Earth and allowing geneticists to understand the ancestry of ortholog gene families.
The ancestry of orthologs
Other (Shepherd, 1981) and amino acids (Gly, Ala, Ser) and many other molecular characters. These features will need to be evaluated with precision to allow a bona fide construction of a reliable character-state matrix that will allow a somewhat precise classification of gene ancestry relationships.
Contemporarily, normal science in evolutionary biology denies the use of different gene families in a single tree. According to the standard view, genes must be homologs (orthologs) to allow tree reconstruction. We understand that this rule represents a narrow view of gene evolution and whether we extend the time to the past, it becomes clear that different orthologs will also share a common gene ancestry.
Also, gene-tree reconstructions have been performed to answer questions about species' relationships. This is a paradigm that must be overcome to allow the understanding of deep evolutionary relationships amongst orthologs. Figure 1 suggest how new gene trees should be built under the current proposal.
Changing the conceptual framework as we propose here will need new methods that make profit of using species from the most different taxa in order to understand the evolutionary relationship among genes. We want to know all the evolutionary order on which genes arouse since FUCA until LUCA, i. e., from the first to the last universal common ancestor. Weiss et al. This is still a story to be told. More ancient relationships can be possibly glimpsed using methods currently used to the production of ancestral genes. RNA and protein structures will allow many gene clades to be constructed.
Step by step, the whole scenario will be known.
Maybe in a few years or dozens of years from now we will be able to understand well the deep ancestry relationships among orthologs. This will certainly make clearer how the biochemical pathways were built gene by gene. And then, intelligent design advocates will need to find other arguments than the therefore refuted irreducible complex (Behe, 1996) .
